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O. INTRODUCTION

The survey of Mori and Padoe languages in three subdistricts in Central
Sulawesi and in one subdistrict in South Sulawesi was conducted as a follow-
up to the surveys by Charles E. Grimes and Barbara D. Grimes, Languages of
South Sulawesi (1987); Donald F. Barr, Sharon G. Barr and C. Salombe,
Languages of Central Sulawesi (1979); and the UNHAS-SIL South Sulawesi
Sociolinguistic Surveys (Friberg, ed. 1987).

Our purpose was to find out how many dialects of Mori and Padoe there
actually were in the surveyed area. We had gotten information that the Mori
people are divided into more than 20 anak suku 'sub~roups' and that almost
every Mori village speaks a different variant of Mon. For that reason, we
first studied one distinct variant for several weeks, and only after that did we
travel collecting word and sentence lists for comparison. These lists
represent the villages of different subgroups or dialects of Mori. Most of the
lists were filled out in the villages themselves, but a few were obtained from
people outside their home village. Altogether we visited 19 villages and
collected 24 wordlists and 22 sentence lists. Sociolinguistic data were
collected in a few villages.

The villages we visited were situated in three kecamatans 'subdistricts' in
kabupaten 'district' Poso in the province of Central Sulawesi, and in one
kecamatan in kabupaten Luwu 10 the province of South Sulawesi., The
kecamatans in kabupaten Poso were Mori Atas, Lembo and Petasia, and
kecamatan Nuha was in kabupaten Luwu.

The survey was conducted by Paula Vuorinen and Marjo Karhunen. In
the last part of the survey Marjo Karhunen was accompanied by Anna-Leena
Saikkonen.

We are 'grateful to Mr. Jan Ruru, our counterpart from UNHAS, for the
interest he has shown in our work and for the insight he has been able to give
as a speaker of a Mori dialect.
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2. SURVEY ACCOUNT

On the basis of previous surveys and other information we knew that the
Mori area was divided into three main areas linguistically, Marl Atas, Mori
Bawah and Mori Selatan (or Padoe). In order to have more basis for
comparison later, we decided to first study Padoe in a little more depth. For
this purpose we started from Ujung Pandang on 8 March 1988 moving
towards Luwu. After having reported in Palopo, the capital of kabupaten
Luwu, we continued to Wasuponda, the capital of kecamatan Nuha. We
reported in at the offices of the police and the carnal 'administrative head of
kecamatan' and later visited four Padoe hamlets, .Togo, Tabarano,
Ranteloka, and Kawata, in order to decide the best allocation for language
learning. On 11 March we settled in desa 'administrative unit comprisin~
several hamlets or dusuns Kawata close to the border of kecamatan Malili.
There we were kindly received into the house of a pastor in dusun Kawata.

We spent five weeks in Kawata collecting linguistic and sociolinguistic
data and started to communicate a little in the Padoe langua:~e. While in
Kawata we visited a small Padoe hamlet called Lasulawai getting a wordlist
there, and we elicited a wordlist from a Tambee man from the village of
Landangi. On 15 April we left Kawata in order to return to Ujung Pandang.

About two weeks passed before we received permission to start our
survey in Central Sulawesi. On 3 May we left UjungPandang for Palu, and
after reporting in we proceeded by bus to Poso, the kabupaten capital. There
we were delayed several days by sickness but finally arrived in Mori Atas on 9
May. We were given introductory letters by the carnal to the kepala desas
'heads of desas' of four villages, three of them representing different
subgroups of Mori Atas (Tomata, capital of 'kecamatan, Ensa, and Kolaka)
and one being a Padoe village (Tahwan, actually consisting of two desas,
Wawondula and Tabarano). Transportation between the villages was
arranged by the kepala desas so that we were usually taken on motorbike
from place to place. Sometimes we had to wait for the transportation longer
than we had planned,

From Mori Atas we continued to Lembo which is considered
linguistically to be part of the Mori Bawah area. But before we started the
survey in Lembo, we returned to Ujung Pandang for six days via Soroako and
went back to Lembo the same way. We had originally Planne~ to stay one or
two weeks in one of the Mori Bawah villages in order to stud that variant of
Mori in a little more depth. However, we found that t ere were nine
different dialects or subgroups of Mod Bawah in Lembo. Because of that we
decided to visit only briefly each of those subgroups so as to cover the
language variants as completely as possible in the time span available for the
survey. As in Mori Atas, the camat of Lembo also wrote introductory letters
to the kepala desas.
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Having visited nine villages in that kecamatan; i.e., Tinompo, Korompeli,
Korowou, Uluanso, Mora, Wara'a, Wawopada, Ronta, and Beteleme, the
capital of kecamatan Lembo, we moved to kecamatan Petasia, also
considered to be part of the Mori Bawah area. The information we had'
received earlier in Lembo of the great diversity of Mori dialects proved to be
true in Petasia, too. The camat and the officials at the office of the
Department of Education and Culture pointed out to us the names of several
villages and their dialects. However, because our physical and mental
resources were almost exhausted at that point of the survey, we decided not
to visit the villages which were reachable only by foot, horse or boat. Instead,
we were helped by the officials in the Department of Education and Culture,
who either themselves acted as informants or showed us persons in
Kolonodale, capital of kecamatan Petasia, who represented the dialects
needed. We VIsited only two villages which we could reach by car from
Kolonodale, desa Bunta and desa Mohoni. The lists we filled out in
Kolonodale represented the dialects spoken in the villages of Sampalowo,
Tontowea, Moleono, and Tiu.

We started our journey back to Ujung Pandang on 26 June, travelling via
Poso to Palu and then by aeroplane from there to Ujung Pandang on 27
June.

The last and shortest part of the Mori/Padoe survey was carried out 23~
30 August 1988. This time lists were taken in the town of Soroako,
kecamatan Nuha, for the dialects of Soroako and Karonsi' e.

3. NONLINGUISTIC INFORMATION

History. According to the little we know of the history of the Mori
people, it seems that from very early on the different subgroups fought with
each other. The groups usually lived in the mountains or other locations
which were easy to defend, and people were often at war with neighbouring
groups. During one of these fights against the neighbouring Pamona people,
Padoe people left their homes to settle in the south beside the great lakes of
what today is known as kecamatan Nuha.

A major change in the history of the Moris came in the early 20th
century when the Dutch forced the fighting mountain people to descend to
the lowlands in order to enforce their colonial rule among them. First,
different subgroups of Marl people united their forces to resist the common
enemy, but the fall of the fort of Wulanderi meant victory for the Dutch in
1907. (Tamalagi, 1985, p.76.) Thus, many of the villages in the present Mori
Atas area moved eastwards to Marl Bawah to what are now the western
parts of kecamatans Lembo and Petasia. The governmental centre of the
Dutch regime was in desa Tinompo close by Beteleme and probably chosen
as such because of its being the dwelling place of the Mori royalty. Tinompo
came to be an educational centre for the Mori people as well, as Dutch
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missionaries lived there and set up a school. One of the missionaries,
German K. Riedel, reduced the Ngusumbatu dialect of the Morl language--
that of Tinompo--to writing and translated the whole of the New Testament
into that dialect in the 1930's. It was printed by the Dutch Bible Society in
Java in 1941. (Kruyt, 1977, pp. 312-313.) The Mori language was then used
at church and at schools in the area along with the Malay language.

The next big move in the history of the Mori people came in the 1950's
and early 1960's when'the Darul Islam movement started becoming stronger
in the northern parts of South Sulawesi and even across the border of Central
Sulawesi. Several of the Padoe villages in Nuha were destroyed and people
fled either west to Malili and Mangkutana or north to the Mori Atas or
Pamona Utara areas. Thus, nowadays there are several Padoe villages in
these kecamatans. Also, several of the Mori villages were moved from the
area north of Lake Matano further north to get them away from the
approaching rebels.

Geography. Mori people live in the area that reaches from Matano Lake
in the south to the area that lies north of the Laa River. In the east,
Tambusisi and some other mountains form a natural border, while in the
west Moris inhabit areas as far as the be~inning of the Laa River. Basically,
the area is covered with forest except In the west where there are grassy
plains split by rugged and mountainous country in some places, bigger or
smaller rivers in others. The altitude in Tomata in Mori Atas is about 350
meters above sea level, in Beteleme in Lembo about 400 meters, getting
lower all the time as one approaches the sea.

Kecamatan Nuha in South Sulawesi is marked by two big lakes in the
east, Matano and Towuti, the former reputedly one of the deepest lakes in
the world and having very few fish, the latter being the largest in Sulawesi, 48
kilometres wide. Otherwise the area is covered by forest. There is a lot of
nickel in the southern side of Matano which gives the ground its distinctive
red colour.

Economy, Livelihood. Subsistence farming is the livelihood of most Mori
and Padoe people, rice being the most important crop. Both wet and dry
field rice cultivation is used. In addition, different vegetables and fruits are
grown in the area, as well as coffee, cocoa, and cloves as cash crops.

Apart from farming, Mori people find their living working as school
teachers or in the offices of the kecamatans, particularly in Central Sulawesi.
In Soroako, Nuha, PT. INCO, a Canadian company, be~an its operations in
1968 with the design and construction of nickel processing facilities and has
given work to hundreds of peorie of the area as well as to many others who
have moved from other parts a the country.
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Religion. The majority of Mori and Padoe people are adherents of
Christianity. In Central Sulawesi, a few Mori and Padoe villages are 100%
Christian while in others there are Muslim newcomers from other parts of
Indonesia. Some villages closer to the east, in kecamatan Petasia, are
reportedly Muslim. In South Sulawesi in kecamatan Nuha, Mori and Padoe
villages and hamlets are divided between Christianity and Islam, a few being
predominantly Christian, Tabarano, Ranteloka, and, Togo, and others
predominantly Muslim, Nuha, Matano, and Matompi. A third group consists
of villages "sharing a more equal distribution of Muslims and Christians,
Soroako area and the villase of Kawata, Some of the Padoe hamlets in
kecamatan Malili are Chnstian and some are Muslim, while those in
kecamatan Mangkutana are predominantly Christian.

The churches in the three kecamatans in Central Sulawesi are mainly of
Gereja Kristen Sulawesi Tengah (GKST) affiliation and look to Tentena for
direction. There are also several Sidang Jemaat Allan 'Assemblies of God'
churches in the area, and their centre is in Palu. Most 'churches in kecamatan
Nuha in South Sulawesi are of GKST or Gereja Protestan Indonesia Luwu
(GPIL) affiliation and look to Tentena or Palopo, respectively, for their
direction. The Muslim community in kecamatan Nuha has Its head in
Palopo.

Education. In the Mori area in Central Sulawesi all the villages have
their own primary schools. There are SMPs in each of the capitals of the
three kecamatans, both government sponsored and private, Moreover, there
are private SMPs at least in Ensa and Taliwan, Mori Atas. Students from all
three kecamatans attend an SMA in Kolonodale, Petasia, but many leave for
Paso, Palu or Tentena for their SMA or other post-SMP schooling, often
depending on where the students have relatives to stay with. Most of the
teachers are themselves from the Mori area, and we got the impression that
it was quite usual for young people who had finished their SMP to go into a
teacher training school either 10 Kolonodale, Tentena, or Poso and then
come back home to wait for a teaching post. Education seems to be highly
valued among the Mori people, and we heard about several people who had
received a de~ree at a university. Also, the camats of the three kecamatans
were all born In the area and are ethnically Mori. .

In South Sulawesi in kecamatan Nuha most of the villages have a
primary school, althoush from some small, more remote, hamlets like
Tabarano and Lasulawai pupils walk to nearby bigger hamlets like Togo and
Kawata, respectively. There are private schools, SMP and SMA, in Soroako
which are owned by P T. INCO and mainly meant for the children of its
workers, and there is a private SMP in Wasuponda. Wawondula has a
government SMP and SMA. Many students from Kawata attend SMP and
SMA in Malili, and some of them go to Wasuponda. Moreover, there is a
private school for teachers of religion, Christian, in Wasuponda.



Health Facilities. In the Mori area in Central Sulawesi, the health
facilities seem to be good. There are hospitals in Tomata, Beteleme and
Kolonodale. The hospital of Tentena is only about 60 kilometres from
Tomata, Mori Atas, Moreover, there are health centres in the desas, though
some of the smaller and more remote ones may have health posts which are
open only on a weekly basis with a health worker coming from a nearby desa
to work there.

In Wasuponda ih South Sulawesi there is a health centre which serves
the needs of kecamatan Nuha, Moreover, P.T. INCa operates a clinic in
Wasuponda and a hospital in Soroako, but they are meant for the workers of

. the company only. People in the western part of the kecamatan may use the
health centre in Malili, too. In most larger villages there is a health post.

Communication. The main communication centres in the Mori area are
Kolonodale and Beteleme and, to a lesser extent, Tomata. There are
markets in the first two, besides which they are the governmental and
educational centres of the area. Also Tentena, Poso, and Palu, to some
degree, seem to be where people travel to from the kecamatans.

Most of the villages in Mori Atas are accessible by a four-wheel vehicle
as are most of the villages in Lembo. In Petasia, though, the country is more
rugged and split by rivers. Several of the villages can be reached only by
boat, on horse or by foot. In Kolonodale there is a harbour with regular
passenger ships going as far as Kendari and Ujung Pandang, and connections
over the Tomori Bay are good. Beteleme is serviced by the MAr plane
which flies from there to Soroako and Tentena once a week, several flights
between Beteleme and Soroako in one day, if necessary,

In Nuha, the markets in Soroako, Wawondula and Malili serve the needs
of the inhabitants of the area. Wasuponda is a government centre, so people
often travel there. while Wawondula and MaliJi are the main centres for
education, the latter particularly for the western part of the kecamatan.
Many people seem to travel to Palopo, too.

The roads in Nuha are in good repair and the paved road from Palopo to
Soroako is excellent. There are buses going daily from Soroako and Malili to
Palopo and Ujung Pandang. From Soroako one can also take a boat across
Lake Matano to go north to Central Sulawesi, but it means several hours of
walking before reaching a vehicular road in Lembo. Soroako is serviced by
aeroplanes, too, as there is a small private airport there owned by P.T. INCO.
PT. INCO's planes fly three times a week to Ujung Pandang. The airstrip is
used by other planes like MAP, which usually flies one day a week to and
from Tentena and Betelerne in Centra) Sulawesi.
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4. LANGUAGE ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Language Analysis. The main method used for determining language
and dialect differences and boundaries between languages was the taking of
wordlists in representative villages and then the companson of those lists for
lexical similarities. Sociolinguistic data were also gathered in some villages
in order to understand better the language situation. Sentence lists were also
taken with approximately 40 sentences first prepared by Timothy Friberg for
the Konjo survey in South Sulawesi. However, because of our very limited
knowledge of the grammatical structures of the languages -in the Mori group,
the information gathered through those lists has had little use in this survey
report.

Only 214 of the 226 words on the wordlist were included in the
comparison. Twelve words were eliminated! for different reasons: 1) there
was not a one-to-one lexical correspondence between the Mori languages
and Indonesian; 2) an item would bias the results because of lexical
repetition; and, 3) the meaning of the Indonesian word was not clear. In
comparin~ the lists, the decisions for lexical similarity were made according
to the principle of phonetic similarity based on inspection as described by
Bugenhagen (1982). Thus, if the words showed correspondence between fifty
percent or more of the phonemes, consonant similarity being considered
more important than vowel, the words were counted as fexically similar. In
grouping the languages we followed Grimes and Grimes' (1987) method of
classification where cognate percentages above 80 are considered to indicate
one language. Percentages between 75 and 80 indicate the same subfamily of
languages. We did not apply the class called family, between 60 and 75
percent, because of overall high figures on our matrix.

In doing some comparative study on the words we found some regular
sound correspondences between the dialects. Although our material for this
comparison was very limited, the flndings seemed to confirm the grouping we
had previously made on the basis of lexicostatistics only.

Results. The previous surveys (Barr, Barr and Salombe 1979; Grimes
and Grimes 1987; VaJkama 1987) named three languages among the Mori
subfamily, Mori Atas, Mori Bawah and Padoe. Our survey results indicate
three groups of Mori languages, too, but the boundaries between the groups
are not always clear-cut, What surprised us was that some of the dialects2
spoken in the area called MOTi Bawah (Lembo and Petasia); i.e.,
Molongkuni, Wulanderi, Impo, Lolonggoio, Olota, Kolokolo, and Ulu'uwoi,
as well as Tambee from the South (Nuha), show considerably higher lexical
correspondence to the dialects spoken in the area called Mori Atas; i.e.,
Molio'a and Doule, than they do to other dialects in the so-called Mori
Bawah area. The lists from the Mori Atas area correspond at over 80
percent to those dialects mentioned above. We have named all of the
dialects in this group 'Mori Atas'. The rest of the Mori Bawah area dialects;
i.e., Ngusurnbatu, Petasia, Kangua, Bahano, Mo'iki, Roda, Watu (kecamatans
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Lembo and Petasia), as well as the dialects called Soroako and Karonsi'e
(kecamatan Nuha), relate at only 71 to 78 ~ercellt cognate rate to the two
Mori Atas dialects mentioned above (Molioa and Doule) and at an average
of 85 percent amongst themselves. The dialects in this group we have called
'Mori Bawah', The fact that some of the dialects in the so-called Mori
Bawah area actually are Marl Atas dialects may explain why Barr, Barr and
Salombe (1979) give an 86 percent cognate relationship between Mori Atas
and Mori Bawah, .whereas Valkama (1987) reports only 75-79 percent
correspondence between those two.

The three Padoe lists have an average cognate correspondence of 95
percent between themselves and 77 and 76 percent average correspondence
to the Marl Bawah and Mori Alas groups, respectively. 'Marl Atas' and
'Mori Bawah' hereafter refer to language designation as we have described it
rather than geographical areas. It is appropriate to point out here that
historical factors have had an important role in the distribution of dialects
and languages in the Mori area. Besides the migration of thousands of
Padoes from the South to Central Sulawesi during the Muslim rebellion,
Mori speakers in Central Sulawesi moved as whole villages several times in
history. As a result, the dialects do not form a geographically continuous
chain but instead constitute a more complicated distribution.

As indicated above, there are three Mori dialects spoken in kecamatan
Nuha, South Sulawesi, one of which from the point of view of lexical
similarity can be considered a Mori Atas dialect (Tambee) and two Mori
Bawah dialects (Karonsi'e and Soroako). This finding contradicts Grimes
and Grimes (1987) who concluded that the Mori language family is
represented only by Padoe in South Sulawesi. The names 'Karongsi' (sic.),
'Tambe'e' and 'Soroako' were only given as alternate names for 'Padoe', At
the same time, our results agree with Valkama (1987) who also counted the
dialect of Soroako to be one of the Mori Bawah dialects. Valkama, however,
grouped the dialect of Karonsi'e in the same group with Padoe, which can be
easily done if one only compares Karonsi'e and Padoe alone (in OUf lists 79 to
81 percent lexical similarity). Also Tambee and Soroako have a rather high
lexical correspondence to Padoe (77 to 81 percent). If we look at the data
from the pomt of view of sound change correspondences, Soroako and
Karonsi'e share some features with Padoe in some cases, as does Tambee in
other cases. Soroako and Karonsi'e never seem to share the same change
with Tambee. Besides lexicostatistic figures, this would seem to indicate that
Padoe, Tambee, Karonsi'e, and Soroako cannot all be regarded as dialects of
the same language.

One case of convergence in the grouping of languages that we have
made on a lexicostatistical basis is the dialect called Ngusumbatu spoken in
the village of Tinompo, kecamatan Lembo, and in two villages in kecamatan
Petasia. That it corresponds at 80 percent or more with 13 of the Mori
dialects can probably be explained by the fact that Ngusumbatu was the
unifying language of the whole Mori area during the Dutch regime.
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Ngusumbatu, with Malay, was the language of education in primary schools
and in the church. The translation of the New Testament into Ngusumbatu
in the 1930's must have increased the influence of that dialect on the other
MoTi dialects. However, our grouping ofNgusumbatu with the Mori Bawah
dialects on lexical grounds in the first place is confirmed by the study of
regular sound changes between the dialects.

We have refrained from grouping the different Mori languages in
different language families because there were only a few cases of 70 percent
in the matrix and no percentage lower than that. Instead, we consider all of
the Mori dialects and languages as belonging to a Mori suhfamily.

On the basis of this survey we have not been able to make conclusions
about comprehension between the languages. It is probable, however, that
comprehension is fairly good because of the historical factors mentioned
above but needs to be demonstrated with intelligibility testing.

We have the impression that most of the data obtained in the wordlists is
fairly reliable. There may be some doubt, however, about the reliability of
the lists of Lolonggoio, Olota and Kangua, all from kecamatan Petasia,
because they were taken outside the villages where those dialects are
primarily spoken. The same can be said of the Tambee list. The Karonsi'e
list was obtained in Soroako, because there evidently is no longer one village
in Nuha where only Karonsi'e is spoken. After returning to Ujung Pandang
we heard that the inhabitants of desa Tiwaa,Mori Atas, were Karonsi'e
speakers, but we never went there during our survey.

Whether this survey really covers all of the dialects of Mori, we cannot
say with certainty. We visited those villages which we were told would
represent the different subgroups or ~dialects of Mori. When we were in
Petasia, we got the impressIOn that there were at least three more dialects,
those of Pa'alanggoe, Wawonsetu, and Pomuaia, which we did not have a
chance to check.

According to Datlin Tamalagi from the University of Tadulako
(UNT AD 1985), the anak suku 'subgroups' of Mori number 25. Whether this
number reflects the situation only during the Dutch period or whether it still
is valid today, we do not know. As already indicated, our survey found 20
subgroups With their respective dialects.

s. LANGUAGE USAGE

Throughout the area surveyed people seemed to know Indonesian well,
and that seemed to be the case from early childhood to old age. Although
the language used in families was predominantly Mori or Padoe, parents
often talked to their younger children in Indonesian in order to prepare them
to enter school. Only in one village in Lembo the kepala desa claimed that
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their youngest child, about 5-6 years of age, did not know Indonesian yet.
Most of the villages we visited, however, were easy to reach by road, so the
state of bilingualism might be somewhat different in the few villages that are
not so easily accessible. Also, a Javanese church trainee who had been in a
village in Nuha for nine months was surprised as all the people there, even
elderly, knew Indonesian, unlike in villages in Java.

Besides in homes, Mari and Padoe were widely used among the people
in the villages when ~visitingeach other or working together in fields and
gardens. The only exception was perhaps children who quite frequently
talked to each other in Indonesian when playing together. Also, most of the
village affairs were discussed in the locallanguage with the kepala desa if he
was of the same ethnic group. In governmental offices Indonesian was
generally used even though the office workers in the three Mori kecamatans
were mostly Mori themselves. We were told that using Indonesian was more
appropriate as the relationship was so formal. Most shopkeepers were from
'outside' (Bugis) so Indonesian was used with them. School teachers were
reported to teach in Indonesian from the first grade on, but it was once
mentioned that they may use the local language as an intermediate language
in their teaching, which suggests that not every child knows Indonesian well
enough when starting school. Church services and gatherings at homes were
conducted predominantly in Indonesian, though occasionally Mori or Padoe
was used in preaching, singing, or announcements. Free conversation before
and after such gatherings was always in the locallanguage.

6. CONCLUSION

The survey found that the Mori and Padoe ~people speak three different
languages among them, Mori Alas, Mori Bawah, and Padoe, all of them
consisting of various dialects. We still remain uncertain about how
extensively they understand each other's languages, but we would assume
they do relatively well because of their continual contact with each other over
a span of a few decades, particularly in Central Sulawesi, and also because of
the Ngusumbatu dialect being a unifying language in the Mari area until the
1950's. It may also be that comprehension between the languages is higher
among older people than among youngsters as some of the elderly were
educated in Ngusumbatu and the youth in Indonesian only. Intelligibility
testing will be needed to ascertain these things.

Also, the knowledge of Indonesian seemed to be good throughout the
area, but as we did not visit villages that were not easily accessible, OUT
results may not reflect the real state of bilingualism in the area, especially in
Lembo and Petasia. Therefore, more socIOlinguistic surveys are needed.
Moreover, the reliability of the lexicostatistic survey would increase if more
word lists were taken in actual villages in kecamatan Petasia; i.e., the dialects
of Lolonggoio, Olota and Kangua, and if the dialects of Pa1alanggoe,
Wawonseru and Pomuaia, and perhaps some others which we do not know
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of, were also surveyed. Reportedly, there are some M~ori villages in
kecamatans Bungku Utara and Bungku Tengah, and a further survey is
needed to establish their linguistic identity. A sociolinguistic survey should
be carried out in order to gain information on whether and how extensively
Padoe is still used in Padoe villages in kecamatans Malili and Mangkutana in
South Sulawesi, and in Mayakeli, a Padoe village in kecamatan Pamona
Utara, kabupaten Poso, in Central Sulawesi.

ENDNOTES

1 The items eliminated were as follows: suami, isteri, nenek moyang,
kakak perempuan, saudara laki-laki dari ayah, kelapa muda, pandan, itu, di
situ, di sana, and mas kawin.

2 The dialects with the villages where they are spoken are found in
Table 2.
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Table 1: Government and Population Figures
for Mori and Padoe

Village
Prop. Kab. Kec. Pop. Desa Pop. surveyed Pop.1
Central Poso Morl
Sulawesi Atas 9,629*/

10,119 Lembontonara 554
(Moris Tomata 1,882 Tomata ?
6,413*) Era 456

Saemba 443
Ko1aka 275 Ko1aka 280
Gantara 293
Wawondula 660 Wawondula 713
Tabarano 537 Taharano 534~
Taende 370
Kasingo1i 231
Lanumor 581
Lee 316
Mayumba 340
Tamonjengi 302
Peonea 413
Peleru 1,036
Ensa 843 Ensa 1,052
Tiwaa 300
Landi 287

Lembo 7,740 Petumhea 321
(Moris ?) Korowa1elo 278
(see Lembobaru 150
below) Ranta 631 Ranta 626

Korompeli 255 Korompeli 225
Beteleme 1,754 Beteleme 1,7252
Kumpi 293
Lembobelala 381
Tingkeao 322
Wara'a 233 Wara'a 300
Lemboroma 298
Uluanso 434Uluanso 329
Wawopada 543 Wawopada 543
Korowou 611 Korowou 478
Po'ona 349
Mora 251 Mora 280
Tinompo 636 Tinompo 462



Village
~' Kab. Kec. POR. Desa PaR. surveyed POR.l
Central Paso Petasia
Sulawesi 15,349

(Moris
12,000*)

Bau
Towara
Koromatantu
Mondowe
Mohoni.
Keuno
Ganda-Ganda
Moleono
Korololaki
Mara1ee
Tambayoli
Kolonodale
Korololama
Koya
Bunta
Tiu
Tontowea
Bahontula
Gililana
Tompira
Tandoyondo
Malino
Tamainusi
Bahoue
Ollepute
Sampalowo
Bungintimbe

South Luwu Nuha Ledu-Ledu
Sulawesi 29,331* Laeha

(Moris?) Mahalona
(see L.Raya
below) Kawata

Timampu
Wawondula
Matano
Nikkel
Tabarano
Magani

302
625
605
361
937 Mohoni 577
305
722
449 Moleono 400
496
274
334

2,368
378
378
314 Bunta 378
970 Tiu 900
209 Tontowea 320

1,791
693
459
455
179
288
407
457
638 Sampalowo 1,000
260

4,643*
2,834*

828*
3,678*
1,05S*dusun Kawata 400
2,249*
2,435*
1,419*
4,866* (-Soroako Lama)
2,136*
3,078*

1 Figures obtained from village leaders or informants
2 25% of the people are Mori Roda people
* Figures obtained through the camat's office
? Figures not obtained
The rest of the figures were obtained from Biro Pusat Statistik in
Pa1u.
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Table 1 (Continued)



Comments on Table 1

According to the information from the office of the camat in
Mori Atas. speakers of Mori there total 6,413 as already marked in
Table 1. As for Lembo, we do not have figures from the cemet:' s
office, hut we got the impression that in all of the villages a
majority of the people are Moris, except in the capital Bete1eme
and in a large transmigration area close to desa Ranta. So we may
conclude that the total of Mori speakers in Lembo is ahout 6,000.
In Petasia, the camat: told us that about 80% of the population in
that kecamatan are Moris, or about 12,000 (see Table 1). These
figures may be lower in reality, however, because it seems that
the statistics we obtained from Palu are' somewhat out of date.
This can be seen if one compares them with the population figures
given by the kepala desas.

When it comes to kecamatan Nuha in kabupaten Luvu, South
Sulawesi, we have even less knowledge of the total population of
speakers of Morl and Padoe. Because of the presence of the
Canadian mining company, P.T. Inco, there are many people who have
come from other regions in Indonesia to work for the company.
Also Nuha has a considerable Bugis and Torajan population.
However, from our knowledge of the Marl and Padoe villages in the
area, we could presume their population to be around 8,000.

In total. the speakers of Mori and Padoe in those four
kecamatans would be approximately 32 J 000. There are some Padoe
villages in kecamatans Malili and Mangkutana, and the approximate
number of Padoes there would be 1,500 altogether. The Padoe
population of desa Mayakeli in kecamatan Pamona Utara is about
400. In kecamatans Bungku Utara and Bungku Tengah in Central
Sulawesi there are also some Mori villages.
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Legend:

Lexicostatistic Matrix

81'~..1

'8r'~~

Language boundary
Cases of convergence

Table 2: Lexicostatistic Matrix

7882
8280

80 81 83 83
80 81
82 83

80 81:

79 76 Tinompo
78 79 93 78 94 Sampalowo
78 79 79 76 90 88 Tiu
78 79 78 74 95 95 Beteleme
78 78 78 79 78 75 92 90
75 72 75 76 79 75 82 75
76 75 77 74 77 73 84 83
77 78 77 76 77 72 84 83
78 76 78 78 79 75 85 83
71 71 72 73 76 72 88 88

Language Dialect Vi llave

Mol io'a

Doule Kolakaa
Me Iongkuni Wawopada
Wulanderi 87 Bunta

Mori Atas Impo 88 Korompel i
Lol~onggoio 92 87 Moleono
Olota 93 88 Tontowea
Kolokolo 88 90

Ulu'uwoi 83 85
Tmbee 78 80

Ngusumbatu 78 77 88 79 79
Petasia 76 76 76 76 77
Kangua 77 78 78 78 76
Roda 74 74 74 76 79
Mo'iki 74 74 74 77 78

Mori Bawah (aronsi 'e 73 73 7Z 73 74
Watu 72 72 73 74 73

73 75 73 75 75
Bahano 71 73 71 75 76
Soroako 70 71 70 70 72

75 74 74 74 74 75 75 76 77 78 77 75 78 77 75 73 75 Tal iwan
Padoe Padoe 74 74 74 74 73 77 77 76 77 78 78 75 77 7779 78 72 76 94 Lasulawai

73 73 73 73 72 74 74 75 76 79 77 78 77 73 77 74 73 72 75 96 96 Kawata



Map 1: Sulawesi
with the surveyed area noted

LEGEND
Province boundary +++
Kecamatan boundary -----.
Province capital •
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Map 2: Kecamatans Mori Atas, Lembo and Petasia

LEGEND
Kabupaten/Province boundary
Kecamatan boundary
Vehicular road
Seashore
River
Mountains 6
Kecamatan capital ()
Desa •
Desa where Mort Atas/Mori Bawah/Padoe is spoken; surveyed (MA)/(MB)/(P)
Desa where Mori/Padoe is spoken; reliable information; not surveyed (MA?)/(MB?)/(M?)/(P?)
De•• where Pemone is spoken: reliable information; not surveyed (Pmn?)
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LEGEND

(P)

(MB)/(MA)/(M)

Kabupaten/Province boundary
"eeamatan boundary
Vehicular road
lake Shore
River
HOU"Itains
Keeamatan capital
Desa/DuslXl
Desa where Padoe is spoken
Desa where Mori is spoken
Desa where Indones ian/Bug inese/

Torajanese/Javanese/etc. is spoken (X)
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